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Background-—Quantification of myocardial “area at risk” (AAR) and myocardial infarction (MI) zone is critical for assessing novel
therapies targeting myocardial ischemia–reperfusion (IR) injury. Current “gold-standard” methods perfuse the heart with Evan’s
Blue and stain with triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC), requiring manual slicing and analysis. We aimed to develop and validate a
high-resolution 3-dimensional (3D) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) method for quantifying MI and AAR.

Methods and Results-—Forty-eight hours after IR was induced, rats were anesthetized and gadopentetate dimeglumine was
administered intravenously. After 10 minutes, the coronary artery was re-ligated and a solution containing iron oxide
microparticles and Evan’s Blue was infused (for comparison). Hearts were harvested and transversally sectioned for TTC staining.
Ex vivo MR images of slices were acquired on a 9.4-T magnet. T2* data allowed visualization of AAR, with microparticle-associated
signal loss in perfused regions. T1 data demonstrated gadolinium retention in infarcted zones. Close correlation (r=0.92 to 0.94;
P<0.05) of MRI and Evan’s Blue/TTC measures for both AAR and MI was observed when the combined techniques were applied to
the same heart slice. However, 3D MRI acquisition and analysis of whole heart reduced intra-observer variability compared to
assessment of isolated slices, and allowed automated segmentation and analysis, thus reducing interobserver variation.
Anatomical resolution of 81 lm3 was achieved (versus �2 mm with manual slicing).

Conclusions-—This novel, yet simple, MRI technique allows precise assessment of infarct and AAR zones. It removes the need for
tissue slicing and provides opportunity for 3D digital analysis at high anatomical resolution in a streamlined manner accessible for
all laboratories already performing IR experiments. ( J Am Heart Assoc. 2014;3:e000956 doi: 10.1161/JAHA.114.000956)
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I schemic heart disease remains the number 1 cause of
death in Western society. Improvements in the tech-

niques and speed with which patients receive reperfusion

therapy have significantly decreased mortality and morbidity
of patients suffering myocardial infarction (MI).1 However,
regeneration of flow at the time of reperfusion also leads to
a specific myocardial injury in addition to the injury caused
by ischemia that is known as myocardial ischemia–reperfu-
sion (IR) injury.2 This myocardial IR injury manifests itself
clinically in the form of arrhythmias, reversible contractile
dysfunction (myocardial stunning), endothelial dysfunction,
and cell death.3,4 Contributing factors include postischemic
low ATP and high phosphate levels, intracellular and
mitochondrial calcium overload, oxidative stress and rapid
increases in pH, endothelial dysfunction, and apoptosis.3,5

The inflammatory response is also thought to play an
important role, and several experimental studies have
demonstrated a reduction in MI size with anti-inflammatory
treatment.6–10

Rodent models of cardiovascular disease provide a
valuable means to understand the molecular and physiolog-
ical mechanisms that influence outcome. The ability to
accurately quantitate outcome measures such as the extent
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of infarction permits assessment of response to novel
therapeutic strategies. In this article, we address the
problem of measuring the volume of infarction in animal
models of IR injury. Current “gold standard” methods use a
combination of selective perfusion of the heart with Evan’s
Blue and staining of the postmortem sectioned heart with
triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC) to quantitate the area at
risk (AAR) and degree of completed infarct.11,12 Importantly,
this approach accounts for variability in coronary artery
anatomical supply, and can allow investigators to quantify
the amount of salvaged myocardium. This method, although
widely used and considered the “gold standard,” also has
documented problems relating to the accurate and repro-
ducible delineation of the border of the infarct and AAR
zones.13 The requirement of manual slicing of tissue is labor
intensive, and slices are relatively thick. This requires
assumptions to be made about the surface borders reflect-
ing that of the midslice tissue. Questions have also been
raised regarding the sensitivity of TTC staining in the setting
of a gradient of viability, as would be common in the setting
of IR injury.14

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is well recognized for
its high spatial resolution (25 to 100 lm at fields higher than
3 T) and excellent soft-tissue discrimination. Cardiac MRI
(CMR) has been developed to provide accurate functional
data, although this requires an expert team to optimize
cardiac and respiratory gating at high fields when applied to
rodents,15 which may be a rate-limiting step in the majority of
laboratories. Central to the clinical use of MRI to assess the
ischemic heart is the use of delayed gadolinium-enhanced
images to define infarcted tissue.16 The enhancement seen in
the setting of an acute infarct using this method is based on
the increased permeability of the cell membrane associated
with necrosis, and has been shown to correlate extremely well
with histology.17

Delineation of AAR is considered a holy grail for cardiac
MRI researchers. T2 sequences have been used to delineate
areas of higher water content/edema. Although some studies
have provided evidence for this approach,18,19 there is
considerable controversy regarding this with concerns over
reliability and robustness of the measure across different
laboratories.20,21 Microparticles of iron oxide (MPIO) provide
excellent negative contrast even at low concentrations, are
inert, and remain intravascular.22 In this study, we compare
the standard Evan’s Blue/TTC method of AAR/infarct delin-
eation against a novel method that uses a combination of T2*
contrast from MPIO to define the borders of the perfused/
unperfused myocardium, together with gadolinium-based T1-
weighted enhancement to define the established infarct zone.
We propose that this method has potential to provide rapid
and accurate quantitation of these parameters in animal
models of IR injury.

Methods

Animals and Experimental Model of Myocardial IR
Injury
Sprague–Dawley rats (weight 250 to 300 g) were acclimatized
for a period of 1 week before surgery. Procedures were
conducted with the approval of the Royal North Shore Hospital
Animal Care and Ethics Committee. Myocardial IR was induced
as previously described using an open-chest approach.23

Ischemia was induced for 30 minutes by transient suture
ligation of the left anterior coronary artery �2 to 3 mm distal
to the junction of pulmonary artery and left atrial appendage.
The ligature was then released and the rats recovered for
48 hours. Under repeat anesthesia, gadopentetate dimeglu-
mine 0.15 mmol/kg was infused via the tail vein. After
10 minutes, the left anterior coronary artery was re-occluded
and a solution containing MPIO (4.5 mg/kg body weight, as
determined in pilot studies) mixed with 3% Evan’s Blue, in a
total volume of 5 mL, was infused. After a 2-minute interval,
the heart was then excised, sectioned into 2-mm short-axis
slices, and placed in TTC 1% in phosphate-buffered saline for
20 minutes at 37°C.24 Slices were photographed and then
fixed in 10% normal buffered formalin. To reduce sample
movement during MRI imaging, whole hearts and sections
were set in agar gel. They were then stored at 4°C and imaged
within 1 week of each experiment. A schematic illustration of
both techniques is shown in Figure 1.

Iron-Oxide Microparticles
MyOneTosyl-activated iron microparticles (MPIO: diameter
1.08 lm, iron content 26%) were purchased from Life
Technologies. The MPIO particles were diluted in phosphate-
buffered saline prior to use.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging: Protocol and
Analysis
MRI data were acquired on a vertical 9.4-T magnet (Biospec,
Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany). Three-dimensional gradient echo,
inversion recovery (2-dimensional multislice spin-echo), and
T2 sequences were acquired with parameters optimized in
order to achieve anatomical detail as well as T1 and T2/T2*
contrast. Details of imaging parameters are found in Table 1,
and illustration of our process of sequence optimization is
shown in Figure 2). Resolution was 81 lm3 for 3-dimensional
(3D) gradient echo, 16393259400 lm for inversion recov-
ery, and 120 lm3 for T2 sequences. T1 maps of sectioned
MRI images were created from the inversion-recovery images
(TI range 100 ms—1500 ms), respectively, and along with
T2* images were registered to a common coordinate system
for region-of-interest analysis.
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The 3 image stacks (T1 map, T2*, and T2) were used for
each heart section. For comparison with Evan’s Blue/TTC
stained slices, analysis of the MRI data was restricted to 8
evenly spaced slices. Figure 2D and 2F shows representative
segmentation on a 3D gradient echo (T2) image and T1-
weighted image. The MRI images were preprocessed to
define left and right ventricular epicardium and left ventric-
ular endocardium by 1 observer. Regions of interest for the
AAR and MI were then manually contoured by 4 blinded
observers, and by 1 observer twice, with 1 week between

analyses. AAR was identified by an absence of signal voids
from MPIO in the T2* image stack, and MI was identified by
high intensity on an inverted T1 map (ie, longitudinal
relativity, R1). In the case of any discrepancy, any region
that was defined as MI was included as AAR. Regions of
confluent signal within the MI, most likely representing
microhemorrhage,25 were included as infarct zone. The T2
image was used to assist with anatomical definition of the
AAR and MI zones.

The same analysis technique was used for the MR whole
heart images following reformatting of the data to present
the data in left ventricle short-axis (SA) orientation. For the
whole-heart MRI analysis technique, 20 SA slices (650-lm
slice spacing) were generated covering the whole heart. In
addition, an automatic segmentation of the AAR and MI
regions in the whole-heart MRI volumes was carried out. A
3D minimum filter was applied to accentuate the signal
voids due to MPIO, followed by a 2D 999 pixel standard
deviation filter, which resulted in low signal in the region of
AAR, and high signal outside of the AAR where signal voids
were present. Within the region detected as AAR, threshold-
ing of the T1 map images was used to define MI regions.
The T1 threshold was chosen based on a single manual
segmentation.

The photographed heart sections were also preprocessed
to define left and right epicardium and left endocardium
borders before being analyzed by the same observers,
identifying AAR and MI on the apical side of each heart
section following standard protocols.24 Custom code written
in Matlab (The MathWorks Co, Natick, MA) was used for all
analysis.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed within Matlab and SPSS
v20 (IBM, NY). The Bland Altman statistical test was used to
assess intra- and interobserver variability, with the results
presented graphically including mean differences and 95%
limits of agreement. Summary results are presented as mean
� SEM.

Table 1. Technical Details of the Parameters Used for Acquiring MRI Data

Sequence Parameters

3DGE NA=4. TE=4 ms, TR=40 ms, flip angle=30°, FOV=20.89 20.895.1 mm, matrix=2569256964, resolution=819819 81 lm
(zero-filled to 40 lm3 isotropic) imaging time=44 min.

Inversion recovery
sequence (2D multislice
spin-echo)

NA=1, TE=12.5 ms, TR=4000 ms, FOV=20.8920.8, matrix=1289 64, 8 contiguous slices of 400 lm, in-plane
resolution=1639325 lm (zero-filled to 81981 lm), TI=100–1500 ms (6 steps: 300, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1500 ms),
imaging time=34 min (per TI value).

Spin-echo images TE=42 ms, TR=400, NE=3, resolution=12091209120 lm (zero-filled to 60960 lm), imaging time=27 min

3DGE indicates 3-dimensional gradient echo; NA, Number of averages; TE, echo time; TR, repetition time; FOV, field of view; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; TI, inversion time.

48 hr reperfusion & 
recovery

Evan’s Blue/TTC
Anesthesia.

Retie of LCA, then 
Evan’s Blue injection 

via tail vein

MPIO/Gd MRI
Anesthesia. 

Tail vein injection of Gd-DPTA. 
After 10 minutes, retie of LCA, then 

infusion of Evan’s Blue + MPIO

Thoracotomy & 
transient ligation of 

LCA

Swift physical 
slicing (~2mm) 

of heart

Fix in formalin 
overnight, then 

embed in agar for 
storage at 4 °C 

Incubation of 
heart slices in 

1% TTC

Photography 
followed by 

fixation

Automated 
analysis of 3D 
MRI dataset

Manual segmentation 
and analysis of 

photograph based on 
color boundaries

Figure 1. Schematic illustration comparing the steps involved
in the traditional Evan’s Blue/TTC technique, versus the auto-
mated MPIO/Gd 3D MRI technique. Gd-DPTA indicates gado-
pentetate dimeglumine; LCA, left anterior coronary artery; MPIO/
Gd, microparticles of iron oxide/gadolinium; MRI, magnetic
resonance imaging; TTC, triphenyl tetrazolium chloride.
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Results

MPIO to Delineate AAR
Initial visual inspection of the MRI data, focusing on the T2 and
T2* data, found evenly spread foci of signal loss (observed as
“black dots”) in regions that remained perfused outside the
territory of the ligated coronary artery, and no “dots” in the area
perfused by the coronary artery (AAR) (Figure 2). The presence
of small microbubbles did not compromise visualization of AAR
borders, and was minimized through careful sample prepara-
tion. The small number of bubbles present could easily be
differentiated from microparticles due to size and position
(bubbles are larger and more peripheral).

Consistent with our previous observations,25 regions in the
MI region of some hearts demonstrated signal loss in a midwall

distribution with a more confluent pattern than that of the
discrete signal loss attributed to MPIO (Figure 2). We have
previously demonstrated by histological techniques that this
corresponds to microhemorrhage at the core of the MI.25

Similar MRI signal loss has been reported in human CMR
images, and has been associated with MI size and prognosis.26

We examined the correlation of AAR using the traditional
Evan’s Blue technique, and that determined by MPIO/MRI
technique, using the calculated AAR as a percentage of
myocardial mass (Figure 3). This direct comparison required
MRI and analysis to be performed on slicedmyocardium, taking
away a major advantage of MRI related to examining an intact
3D dataset, and being able to easily examine adjacent regions
“above” or “below.” Figure 3A provides a scatterplot compar-
ing the AAR calculated using the 2 methods. While the size of
the AAR varied between animals, the correlation between the

D F

A B C1

C2

E

Figure 2. Visual comparison of traditional Evan’s Blue/TTC and novel high-field MRI technique for
defining myocardial salvage zone. A, Photograph of sliced rat heart prepared using standard Evan’s Blue TTC
technique. The AAR is determined as the region of the heart that is not stained blue by Evan’s Blue dye.
Within the AAR the MI zone is seen as the central white zone (white arrow). The pink/red zone within the
AAR defines the viable myocardium stained by TTC. Slice thickness is �2 mm. B, 3DGE (TE 4 ms) image of
the same representative slice shown in A, illustrating the perfused myocardium appearance containing
numerous signal voids (black dots), and clear delineation of perfused and nonperfused myocardium.
Resolution: 81 lm3. The dashed white lines indicate the reformatted slices C1 and C2. D, 3DGE image of
same slice with TE=8 ms showing increased T2* contrast within the perfused territory from the MPIOs
(border zone of AAR delineated by blue line). Resolution: 81 lm3. E, Spin echo MRI image (TE=42 ms,
TR=600 ms) of same slice highlighting T2 contrast within the MI zone, while also showing signal voids from
MPIO. Some low-intensity signal (orange arrow) can be seen centrally within the MI zone likely secondary to
microvascular obstruction. Resolution: 120 lm3. F, Inversion recovery image of the same slice shown in E,
highlighting the T1 contrast caused by gadolinium within the MI zone (yellow line). Resolution:
16393259400 lm. The LV epicardial contour is shown in D and F by a green line and the endocardial
surface by a red line. AAR indicates area at risk; DGE, delayed gadolinium enhanced; LV, left ventricular; MI,
myocardial infarction; MPIO, microparticles of iron oxide; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; TE, echo time;
TTC, triphenyl tetrazolium chloride.
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measurements was high (r=0.95, P=0.004). The intra- and
interobserver variability was assessed using a Bland-Altman
plot for both techniques (Figure 3B). The particulate nature of
the MPIO avoids the diffusional blurring seen using Evan’s
Blue. This superior edge definition that results from using the
MPIO/Gd (microparticles of iron oxide/gadolinium) MRI tech-
nique is demonstrated in Figure 4.

Gadolinium Enhancement to Delineate MI
Initial visual inspection of the MRI images showed that using
longitudinal relaxivity (R1) data (ie, an inverted T1 map), in
which the MI zone appears as high intensity, was preferable to
using either the raw T1-weighted inversion recovery data or an
orthodox presentation of the T1 maps (in which the MI zone
appears as a region of low intensity). The regions of T1
shortening correlated closely with the distribution of infarc-
tion defined by TTC on corresponding images (eg, Figure 2).

Figure 5A shows a comparison between the MI mass
measured using the Evan’s Blue/TTC method versus using the
MPIO/Gd MRI method in the same slices. There was a good
correlation between 2 methods for the measurement of MI
(r=0.93, P=0.020). A Bland-Altman plot of the 2 methods is
presented in Figure 5B, demonstrating adequate inter- and
intra-observer variability when applying the MPIO/Gd MRI
method to sliced heart slabs where the majority of points fall
between the 95% limits of agreement. For the TTC data, there
is a nonsignificant trend toward positive differences at low

A

B

Figure 3. Comparison between AAR measurements obtained
using MPIO MRI vs traditional Evan’s Blue methods. A, Scatterplot
of the calculated AAR (expressed as % of LV mass) for MPIO MRI
method vs Evan’s Blue method performed on same isolated tissue
slices (r=0.94; P=0.004). B, Bland-Altman plot examining the intra-
observer (top 2 panels) and interobserver (bottom 2 panels)
variability for the 2 methods when both were applied to the same
tissue slices. The dashed lines represent the 95% level of
agreement. AAR indicates area at risk; MPIO, microparticles of
iron oxide; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; LV, left ventricular.

B

A

2mm

2mm

Figure 4. Comparison between the borderzone definition of the
AAR using Evan’s Blue (A) and MPIO (B). The edge definition (white
arrows, A; red arrows, B) using Evan’s Blue appears indistinct due
to diffusion of the stain and the reduced contrast between Evan’s
Blue–positive area and the TTC-positive staining. In contrast, the
particulate nature of the MPIO, and the T-weighted image
acquisition, create a sharp definition of the border between the
AAR and the perfused territory. Insets show magnified image. Two
millimeter magnified views are provided to the right of A and B.
AAR indicates area at risk; MPIO, microparticles of iron oxide;
TTC, triphenyl tetrazolium chloride.
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percent infarct and negative differences at high percent
infarct.

Analysis of AAR and MI in Whole Hearts
In order to comprehensively assess the potential benefits of
the MPIO/Gd MRI technique, an additional 4 hearts were
assessed, but were imaged as intact hearts, thereby preserv-

ing the 3D information inherently provided by this technique.
Figure 6 demonstrates the continuity of both the AAR and MI
zones in both short-axis (SA, top 2 rows), and long-axis views
(4 chamber—left, and LVLA—right). At the 4 SA levels chosen
as representative slices, the definition and extent of the AAR
and MI zones are clearly demarcated. The ability to scroll
between slices acts to further clarify any unclear regions,
meaning that little ambiguity is present when assigning
regions manually. The anatomical relationships of the seg-
mented territories are also clearly identified, making it easier
for the investigator to exclude artifactual changes in signal.

Figure 7A shows a plot of the AAR and MI masses for each
of the whole heart samples. Figure 7B shows a Bland-Altman
plot of the intra-observer and interobserver variation for
manual quantitation of both AAR and MI mass. Compared with
the conventional AAR/MI measures (Evan’s Blue/TTC staining
of the sliced hearts assessed in Figures 3B and 5B), MRI-
derived AAR and MI from whole hearts show tighter intra-
observer limits of agreement for both measures, and similar
interobserver agreement.

We next explored automated methods for segmenting and
quantitating the AAR and MI zones, since the high-contrast
and digital 3D nature of the MRI data is inherently suited to an
algorithmic, automated approach. Figure 8 shows a 3D
representation of the segmented heart, with the MI color-
coded in white, the AAR as red, and the unaffected
myocardium coded as blue. The left anterior oblique (LAO)
projection shows how the zonal nature of the AAR and MI
regions are precisely captured by our automated approach,
and the SA and 4-chamber views demonstrate the clear
delineation of the borders of each zone. The ability of the
investigator to scroll through the digital dataset, in order to
appreciate anatomic relationships, is highlighted by Movie S1
and S2.

Figure 9 shows Bland-Altman plots comparing the inter-
observer variability between the manual and automatic
segmentation of the whole heart for and MI zones. These
show good agreement between the segmentation strategies.

Discussion
In this study, we have applied high-field cardiac MRI to
precisely assess MI size and AAR in a rat model of myocardial
IR. This removes the need for physical slicing of the fresh,
postmortem heart, offering the possibility for reducing the
error of measurements and providing the opportunity for high-
resolution, automated 3D digital analysis.

Given the clinical importance of MI and its complications,
investigators have been looking to animal models to assist
them in understanding the pathogenesis, and to assess
efficacy of novel therapies. Due to cost and ease of

A

B

Figure 5. Comparison between MI quantification obtained using
Gd MRI vs traditional TTC method. A, Scatterplot of calculated MI
volume (expressed as % of LV) for the Gd MRI vs traditional TTC
method performed on same isolated tissue slices (r=0.93; P=0.04).
B, Bland-Altman plot examining the intraobserver (top 2 panels)
and interobserver (bottom 2 panels) variability for the 2 methods
when both were applied to the same tissue slices. The dashed lines
represent the 95% level of agreement. LV indicates left ventricular;
MI, myocardial infarction; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; TTC,
triphenyl tetrazolium chloride; Gd, gadolinium.
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management, the use of mouse and rats has predominated.
Providing genetic modification is not required, the rat has
advantages of not only being convenient to house, and
relatively inexpensive, but also, compared to the mouse, being
technically easier on which to perform the required cardiac
surgery. In regions of complete MI, achieved with a complete
ligation model, histopathology in the rat has been found to be
similar to that in humans, although with an accelerated time-
course, and less polymorph infiltration.27 In the case of
temporary ligation, and myocardial IR injury, the histopatho-
logic changes are more patchy than in humans.24 The surgical
transient ligation model, as we have performed in this study,
is the most commonly used technique to achieve myocardial
IR injury.24 The occlusion time of 30 minutes is usually
chosen, with longer periods resulting in larger areas of
infarction and associated higher mortality.28,29 Although
investigators may ligate the left coronary artery at what

appears to be the “same place” for every animal, the variation
in coronary anatomy and the territory of myocardium supplied
by the vessel means that there is considerable variation in the
area of threatened myocardium or AAR. If only MI size was
measured, without this denominator of AAR, the noise of
experimental data would be greatly increased. In contrast,
precise assessment of AAR allows for the MI size to be
expressed in relation to this, and the effect of therapy on
salvaged myocardium to be fully appreciated. For this
purpose, Evan’s Blue injection, with the vessel re-ligated,
has become indispensable to researchers for decades, and is
widely accepted as the “gold standard” technique. However,
even experienced researchers will acknowledge difficulties
with the technique.

We have developed a user-friendly technique, in which AAR
is defined by perfusion border zones of MPIO instead of
Evan’s Blue, and the MI region is highlighted by gadolinium

A

B

C E FD

Figure 6. Selected images from 3D MRI volumetric images of a whole rat heart following IR and
preparation using the MPIO/Gd method. A, Short-axis GE slices from the apex to base demonstrating clear
definition of the AAR. The border of the MPIO signal voids delineates the AAR from the myocardium not
perfused by the occluded vessel. The position of the slices is shown in C. B, Co-registered slices from a 3D
R1 map (ie, inverted T1), clearly demonstrating the MI zone as high-signal against a low-signal background
of normal myocardium. Note the low signal contained within the MI zone due to microhemorrhage. C, D, 4
chamber and (E, F) LVLA reformats of both GE and R1 map data showing the transmural nature of the MI
and the full extent of the endocardial extension reformats of GE and R1 map data. AAR indicates area at
risk; GE, gradient echo; MI, myocardial infarction; MPIO/Gd, microparticles of iron oxide/gadolinium; MRI,
magnetic resonance imaging; IR, ischemia–reperfusion; LVLA, left ventricle long axis.
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uptake. MRI then provides a high-resolution digital dataset,
and removes the requirement for manual slicing of fresh
postmortem heart. Given that the physical principles delin-
eating perfused and nonperfused myocardial segments are
similar in the 2 techniques, and that late gadolinium
enhancement (LGE) and TTC techniques have previously been
highly correlated,16 it is not unexpected that the 2 approaches
provided very similar MI/AAR measurements for correspond-

ing slices. However, the major benefits of the MRI technique
are realized through whole-heart analysis. The 3D digital
dataset allows the operator to scroll through adjacent slices
(Figure 8 and Movie S1 and S2), and for automated segmen-
tation and quantification to be performed. Improved ability to
examine anatomic relationships of the segments also helps
ensure that artifacts are excluded.

Access of investigators to an entire high-resolution 3D
dataset (effective isotropic resolution 40 to 80 lm, depending
on acquisition time available), rather than just the surface of
five �2-mm slices, ensures that any regional effects of
intramyocardially applied therapies such as stem cell injec-
tions will not be overlooked. These methodological improve-
ments not only improve the ease of the measurements, but
also will likely result in less intra-observer variability (Fig-
ure 7B), and if automated strategies are used, removal of the
nonsystematic components of interobserver variability.

Although the ex-vivo nature of our 3D MRI technique has
limitations in regard to serial studies, and assessing functional
correlations, it does open up the possibility of an easily
accessible technique for laboratories that may not have direct
access to high-field MRI facilities and staff expert in high-field,
cardiac-gated MRI. It is emminently feasible, using this
technique, for research teams to prepare the hearts, and
have them imaged at high resolution by a core facility, with
the prepared hearts being suitable for postal delivery. In the
case of this study, hearts were imaged within 1 week.
Although previous studies have identified issues with rela-
tively rapid dispersion of gadolinium (within hours),30 this did
not cause significant problems in our hands using heart tissue
that was rapidly fixed postmortem. Furthermore, we observed
stability of the AAR border zones with the MPIO compared
with our experience using Evan’s Blue, where we often found
postmortem diffusion of the blue agent making the borders
blurry. The ex-vivo nature or novel approach also overcomes
issues related to cardiac movement, and engineering chal-
lenges of imaging the high heart rate of the smaller animal.
This allows high-resolution imaging to be acquired. The 3D
nature of the data obtained using this technique also allows
for digital analysis and automated segmentation. The tech-
nique is applicable to both smaller (eg, mouse) and larger
animals. A comparison of the advantages and disadvantages
of the traditional Evan’s Blue/TTC technique and the 3D
MPIO/Gd MRI technique is provided in Table 2.

Hopes have been pinned on CMR by investigators studying
myocardial salvage in the setting of IR and infarction in vivo.
The most successful technique of imaging the AAR to date,
based on higher T2 signal intensity in the edematous
myocardium postischemia, requires highly expert teams to
interpret and acquire the data and is poorly reproducible
across laboratories.20 Recent advances in T2-weighted CMR,
including with free-breathing, motion-correction,31,32 and T2

A

B

Figure 7. Summary of AAR and MI measurements in whole rat
hearts (n=4 readers) following IR using the MPIO/Gd MRI method.
A, AAR and infarct zones (expressed as a percentage of LV
myocardial mass �SEM). B, Bland-Altman plots examining the
intra-observer (top 2 panels) and interobserver (bottom 2 panels)
variability for determination of AAR (left) and MI zones (right). The
dashed lines represent the 95% level of agreement. AAR indicates
area at risk; LV, left ventricular; MI, myocardial infarction; MPIO/
Gd, microparticles of iron oxide/gadolinium; MRI, magnetic
resonance imaging; IR, ischemia–reperfusion.
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Figure 8. A 3D reformat of a whole rat heart following automated segmentation of the AAR and MI zones.
The AAR is coded as red, the MI as white, and the myocardium beyond the AAR as blue. Short-axis views
from the base to apex demonstrating the clear delineation of the MI. A through D, The level of the slices is
shown in the 4-chamber (4C) view. An LAO projection shows the surface distribution of the occluded AAR
territory following an expected distribution over the anterior and lateral walls of the LV. AAR indicates area
at risk; MI, myocardial infarction; LAO, left anterior oblique; LV, left ventricle.

Figure 9. Bland-Altman plots comparing manual and automatic detection of the AAR (left) and MI (right)
zones in intact (nonsliced) rat heart (n=4) using the MPIO/Gd technique. The dashed lines represent the
95% level of agreement. AAR indicates area at risk; MI, myocardial infarction; MPIO/Gd, microparticles of
iron oxide/gadolinium.
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mapping, have partially alleviated problems related to inher-
ently low signal-to-noise ratio, and inconsistent image qual-
ity.21 Furthermore, precontrast T1 mapping has shown
potential to provide more robust definition of the AAR.33

Despite these major breakthroughs, recent clinical studies
highlight remaining practical difficulties in applying edema-
imaging techniques to larger clinical studies, with the need to
exclude a significant portion of patients from myocardial
salvage assessment by CMR due to insufficient image
quality.34 The technical difficulty of cardiac gating with rapid
heart rates of mice and rats in a small-bore, high-field magnet
exacerbates these issues. The application to preclinical
research is hampered further by the fact that therapies,
including ischemic preconditioning, can influence water
content and T2 signal intensity, independently of the true
AAR.35 Combined, these factors make current in vivo
assessment of myocardial IR injury and myocardial salvage
by CMR not only technically challenging, but also far less
reliable than the high-resolution, postmortem histological
approach, and, as such, in vivo MRI approaches to this
methodological challenge in rodents is not comparable to our
current study findings.

Conclusions
IR injury is considered a major contributor to the residual
morbidity and mortality resulting from MI. Improved robust-
ness and precision in quantifying salvaged myocardium is key
to the success of research programs aimed at minimizing
myocardial IR injury. We have developed a novel, automatable
3D MRI technique that improves the robustness of measure-
ment of the salvaged myocardium, and is accessible to any

laboratory capable of performing standard Evan’s Blue/TTC
assessment.
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